
Zula Europe Masters 2021

1. DESCRIPTON

1.1. The Zula Europe Masters is a series of tournaments organized by Lokum Games. This
rule list is the official rule list of the Zula Europe Masters. All teams and players applying to
the Zula Europe Masters declare that they have read and accepted this list of rules.

1.2. Validity Period
The Zula Europe Masters Rule List remains valid during the period dec the start and end of
the relevant tournament at the Zula Europe Masters. The elimination or disqualification of a
team or player from the tournament does not affect the binding of the Zula Europe Masters
Rule List.

2. RULES

2.1. Communication
The official communication channel of Zula Espor is e-mail. In order not to miss important
announcements about the Zula Europe Masters, the e-mail address specified during the
application should be up-to-date. Team officials espor@lokumgames.com he should
regularly check the emails that will come from his address.

2.2. Privacy
The content of correspondence and conversations that take place dec any platform between
tournament managers and participants is considered confidential. It is forbidden to share
these correspondence and conversations without the written permission of Lokum Games.
Criminal proceedings may be applied and civil proceedings may be initiated against
participants who publish relevant correspondence without permission.



2.3. Information Sharing
Participants participating in the Zula Europe Masters are obliged to share information with
Lokum Games, including, but not limited to, first name, last name, date of birth and contact
information, if requested by tournament managers.

3. PARTICIPANTS

3.1. Number of Team Players
Each team must have at least 5 players participating in the tournament. In addition to these
players, 1 reserve player can also be registered. During the registration period of the
tournament, each player can register with only one team. The same players cannot register
with more than one team.

3.2. Character Names of the Players
When applying for the Zula Europe Masters, make sure that all players ' character names
are spelled correctly. Tournament tickets are sent automatically by the system, and the team
is responsible for tournament tickets that cannot be sent to incorrectly typed character
names. It is forbidden to make any changes to the character names of the players after the
start of the tournament.

3.3. Player Accounts
Each player must continue until the end of the tournament with the player account he has
registered for the tournament. It is forbidden to use a different account during the tournament
through a character name change or to include a player who is not included in the
tournament roster in the team.

3.4.1. External Applications
It is strictly forbidden to use external applications that give users an advantage, such as
macros, wall tricks, changing textures, aim bots. It is forbidden to play with game graphics
and texture using video card drivers. It is forbidden to change game files, modify the game
using external graphics programs.

3.4.2. Game Errors
Any intentional use of any game deficit or error may result in a penalty. It is up to the referee
to decide whether the use of the specified error significantly affects the game, whether the
round will be awarded to the team, whether the match will end or be repeated in favor of the
opposing team. In larger cases, the penalty for using game errors may be disqualification.

3.4.3. The Use of Cheating
Upon detection of cheating by any player, the tournament management conducts technical
investigations into which matches or for which purposes the cheat is used. As a result of
research on how the trick is used, the tournament management team can be directly
disqualified from the league, only the player can be disqualified, or Lokum Game Publishing
and Marketing A.Sh. penalties may be imposed as appropriate.

3.4.4 MOSS (Anti-Cheat)
MOSS: Monitor System Status is mandatory for ALL players and can be found
under: https://nohope.eu. Players must use the program for the full duration of all
matches. If a Player cannot use MOSS he is not allowed to participate in a match
and can grant a loss even if the Team wins. For a missing or an incomplete MOSS

https://nohope.eu


file the player/team will be punished. Player can be punished by Zula Gold or game
suspension. Team can be punished too by Zula Gold or default win.

3.5. Team Manager
Each team must have a team manager. In the absence of a team manager, the team captain
will be considered a team manager. The tournament management will inform you about such
issues as support, appeals, transfers, prizes only to the e-mail address and phone number
specified at the time of application.

4. TOURNAMENT PROCESS

4.1. Teams
The Zula Europe Masters takes place with the participation of a maximum of 16 teams, the
prize pool may change depending on the number of participants.

4.2. Matches
During the tournament, no power balance is observed when determining the fixtures,
matches and match schedule are determined randomly.

4.3. Tournament Format
All matches, including the finals at the Zula Europe Masters, will be played as BO3
according to the single-elimination procedure. In the matches played as BO3, the team that
wins two matches against its opponent will advance to the top round.

4.3.1. Match Rules
In the Zula Competition Tournament, matches are played in a Sabotage type with teams of 5
people. Matches will be played until the finals with the condition that the field wins 2 minutes
15 seconds/10 rounds.

4.4. Match Schedule
October 2-3 All matches at the Zula Europe Masters are played between Dec. Lokum
Games reserves the right to make changes to match dates and times with prior notice.

4.5. Tournament Server
All matches at the Zula Europe Masters are played on the Tournament Server. If the Referee
/ Supervisor thinks that it would be inappropriate to play the match on the Tournament
Server, he / she may decide that the match should be played on a different server. In order
to avoid possible disruptions, all players should wait at the Tournament Server ready for half
an hour before match time.

4.6. Map Pool
Refugee Camp, Favela, Old Town, Wedding Hall, Chinese Gardens, Castle, Mardin.

4.7. Selection of Maps and Parties
There will be no map selection until the quarter-final stage of the Zula Europe Masters, and
all matches will be played on the maps of Safranbolu, Favela, Chinese Gardens,
respectively. In the announced match schedule, the team whose name is on the left will start



the match on the ZULA side, the team whose name is on the right will start the match on the
GLADIO side.

4.8.1. Quarterfinals, Semifinals and Final

Starting from the quarter-final stage (including the finals), the map selection will take place
as follows:

B Team 1. Map BAN
A Team 2. Map BAN
B Team 3. Map BAN
A Team 4. Map BAN
A Team 1. Map and Side PICK
B Team 2. Map and Side PICK
Team A is 3rd. Side PICK

4.9. Start of The Tournament Match
All matches at the Zula Europe Masters begin at the specified match time. Teams that are
not ready as 5 people in the room at the specified match time are disqualified from the
tournament.

4.10. Technical Problems with the Player
After a match starts at the Zula Europe Masters, the match continues even if there are drops
from the game. If a team falls to 2 people during a match, the relevant team is considered to
have lost the match that is currently in progress.

4.11. Cast Changes
At the Zula Europe Masters, each team must continue that match with the squad that started
the match. Even if there are drops from the game after the match starts, the reserve player
cannot be included in the match, only players who have fallen out of the game can be
connected to the match again. A change of player is made only on the sidelines of dec
match. The reserve player of the changing team who enters the room during the match will
be kicked out of the room.

4.12. Registration of the Match Score
Team captains must take a screenshot at the end of the match that clearly and clearly shows
the result of the match. If requested by the tournament management, the team is obliged to
send this screenshot to Lokum Games. In cases where the match score cannot be
registered with the screenshot, both teams may be disqualified from the tournament.

5. BROADCAST

5.1. Publishing Rights
All publishing rights of Zula Europe Masters belong to Lokum Games. The players may not
refuse to have the matches published by the officials of Lokum Games and agree to
cooperate in the cases necessary for the publication of these matches.

5.2. Individual Publications
Players who have played at the Zula Europe Masters can open their personal publications.
The player himself and his team will be responsible for any problems that may arise due to
personal publications opened by players.



6. MISCONDUCT

Each player participating in the Zula Europe Masters agrees and undertakes to act in
accordance with the Zula Code of Conduct and the Zula User Agreement. Each player is
also obliged to respect all elements of the tournament, especially the tournament managers
and their opponents in the tournament.

7. AWARDS

7.1. Zula Gold Awards

2,000,000 Zula Gold will be distributed at the Zula Europe Masters. The distribution of the
prize pool is as follows:

1.Team: 1.000.000 ZG
2.Team: 500,000 ZG
3.Team: 250,000 ZG
4.Team: 250,000 ZG

7.1.1. Distribution of Awards
Cash prizes won at the Zula Europe Masters will be uploaded to the team official's bank
account; Zula Gold prizes will be uploaded to the players ' Zula accounts. Players are not
required to make any changes to their character names before their rewards are loaded.
Players who make changes to the character name will not be able to upload their rewards to
their accounts before the rewards are sent.

8. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RULES

8.1. Certainty of Decisions
Lokum Games applies all the rules contained in this ruleset. All decisions made on matters
including but not limited to the interpretation of these rules, the planning of the tournament,
the imposition of penalties are entirely at the discretion of the tournament authorities, and
decisions made by the tournament authorities are final decisions. Decisions made by
tournament officials within the framework of the Zula Europe Masters cannot be appealed.

8.2. Penalties
A violation of the rules contained in this rule set results in a penalty for the team or player
who violates the rule. These penalties may include a warning, a fine, or a ban from the
tournament. No penalty shall be imposed once and may be applied more than once in
repeated cases.

8.3. Rule Changes
Lokum Games reserves the right to change and update the Zula Europe Masters Rule List at
any time. If any situation that is not specified in this list of rules occurs, the right to evaluate
and decide on the subject belongs to Lokum Games.


